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During the Donald Trump administration, U.S. policy towards China hardened signifi-
cantly—though at times erratically—against what was seen as malign Chinese govern-
ment economic practices and growing assertiveness on the global stage. In a show 
of remarkable convergence in Washington, senior Trump administration leaders and 
bipartisan majorities in Congress implemented a wide range of measures to counter the 
multifaceted challenges posed by Chinese government practices, including its perceived 
unfair economic practices, human rights abuses, and global influence operations. This 
article argues that these bipartisan majorities in Congress have been and continue to be 
the main factor driving the hardening of U.S. policy toward China. Despite the broad 
consensus driving China policy in Washington, many in the United States have lagged 
in supporting a tougher approach towards China, including large swaths of the Ameri-
can public, business leaders, and state and local governments. The success of future U.S. 
policies depends on whether the Administration working with the Congress can create 
a strategy that counters Chinese challenges and address persistent domestic obstacles.

In 2018, following the Trump administration’s unprecedented labeling of China as the 
number one national security threat facing the United States, convergence grew. National 
defense strategies and congressional majorities supported sweeping legislation calling 
for a whole-of-government response to the China challenge.1 Bipartisan majorities in 
Congress developed and sustained a tough approach to China, especially as President 
Trump vacillated between waging a trade war with China and cooperating with Chinese 
President Xi Jinping on trade agreements, arguably for Trump’s personal political gain. 
The hardening approach towards China in Congress reflects various parochial constituent 
interests as well as broader national concerns, with a common urgency that China’s rise, 
if not countered by American-led efforts, would fundamentally endanger American 

1  The White House, National Security Strategy of the United States December 2017, https://www.
whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/NSS-Final-12-18-2017-0905.pdf; United States 
Department of Defense, Summary of the National Defense Strategy of the United State, January 2018, 
https://www.defense.gov/Portals/1/Documents/pubs/2018-National-Defense-Strategy-Summary.
pdf.
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interests and livelihoods as China rewrites the rules of the “liberal international order.”2 

This tough approach, however, did not receive universal acclaim. The renewed intensity 
of the U.S.-China rivalry proved disruptive in Asia, with some praising the U.S. turn 
towards the Indo-Pacific while others were wary of being caught between great power 
competition. Further, Trump’s unpredictable approach unsettled allies and attracted 
criticism on both sides of the Pacific. Numerous commentators in the United States, 
including Joseph Biden and most Democratic Party presidential candidates, as well as 
many opinion leaders around the world, saw the Trump administration’s unilateral and at 
times needlessly confrontational approach to China as wrong-headed and unsustainable. 

The continued deterioration of U.S.-China relations also alarmed some China special-
ists, businesses, universities, and investors in the United States with strong stakes in 
U.S. engagement with China. Critics of a tough approach to U.S. China policy view 
the policies as exaggerating China’s strengths and U.S. weaknesses, pursuing unrealistic 
policies that would weaken the U.S. economy and hollow out scientific and technological 
development, increasing danger of great power war, and inflaming anti-Chinese and 
anti-Asian assaults and discrimination in American society.3 

Facing this opposition, Congress argued that significant China challenges nevertheless 
should not be ignored and continued to lead the push to revamp U.S. policy towards 
China. Washington’s view of China would take time to spread to those Americans that 
were still wedded to decades-long U.S. efforts at positive engagement with China. In 
U.S. media coverage, President Trump’s erratic behavior crowded out measured assess-
ments of the new policy approach in favor of coverage of the president’s latest antics. 
Democratic presidential candidates and media coverage of their primary campaigns 
remained focused heavily on U.S. domestic concerns, giving very little attention to any 
substantial danger posed by China.4 

The massive impact of the COVID-19 pandemic during the 2020 election campaign 
saw President Trump and his administration attack China as the source of the pandemic. 
This led to highly inflammatory rhetoric that coincided with a sharply negative turn 
in American public and media opinion of Chinese actions that has persisted. When 

2  David Lynch, “Trump’s Raise the Stakes Strategy,” Washington Post, July 21, 2018, A14; Robert 
Sutter, “Pushback: America’s New China Strategy,” The Diplomat, November 2, 2018, https://thedip-
lomat.com/2018/11/pushback-americas-new-china-strategy/
3  National Committee on U.S.-China Relations, “Open Letter: China is not An Enemy,” July 3, 2019, 
https://www.ncuscr.org/news/open-letter-china-is-not-the-enemy; Ryan Hass, “China Is Not Ten 
Feet Tall,” Foreign Affairs, March 3, 2021, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/china/2021-03-03/
china-not-ten-feet-tall; Evelyn Cheng, “Cutting China off from the U.S. Would Cost America 
Hundreds of Billions of Dollars,” CNBC, February 18, 2021, https://www.cnbc.com/2021/02/18/
us-china-decoupling-would-cost-america-hundreds-of-billions-of-dollars.html; Li Zhou, “The 
Danger of Anti-China Rhetoric,” Vox, August 5, 2021, https://www.vox.com/22558949/china-vio-
lence-asian-americans. 
4  Robert Sutter and Satu Limaye, A Hardening US-China Competition: Asia Policy in America’s 2020 
Elections and Asian Responses (Honolulu: East-West Center, 2020), 7.
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candidate Biden was attacked for being soft on China, he shifted to a much tougher 
stance. Many expected that Biden would be more moderate, nuanced, and reassuring in 
dealing with Beijing.5 While the Biden administration has been much more systematic 
and methodical than Trump, it has continued most of Trump’s China policies. As pres-
ident, Biden has continued to add to the various U.S. countermeasures of the Trump 
administration against Chinese practices.6

Tense U.S.-China rivalry carries fraught implications for regional peace, stability, and 
development. After discussing the impact of Congress on U.S. China policy, this paper will 
survey the three key China challenges motivating congressional action, before concluding 
with assessments for U.S. strategy towards China moving forward. Understanding the 
determinants of this rivalry are essential in dealing with its future implications.

The Importance of Congress in Recent U.S.-China Policy

After over four years of effort, bipartisan congressional majorities remain determined 
to defend the United States against the serious, multifaceted challenges posed by the 
Chinese party-state. Congress has exerted more influence over U.S. China policy than 
in any other period in American history, an outsized role that will continue into the 
foreseeable future.7 

The Trump administration’s National Security Strategy in December 2017 employed 
harsh rhetoric about China not seen in official administration documents since before 
the Nixon administration. It viewed Beijing as a predatory rival and the top danger to 
American national security.8 Congressional members of both parties seemed to agree 
and began to act. The year 2018 became the most assertive period of congressional work 
on China since the tumultuous decade after the Tiananmen crackdown. Extraordinary 
cooperation between the White House and Congress broke the mold of past practice 
where the U.S. Congress usually served as a brake to overenthusiastic presidential initia-
tives in dealing with China. The close alignment of the administration and bipartisan 
congressional majorities paved the way for a tougher U.S. policy approach to China.9

5  Sutter and Limaye, A Hardening US-China Competition, 7-16, 25-26. 28, 30-32,37-38, 40-42; 
Thomas Wright, Point of No Return: The 2020 Election and the Crisis of American Foreign Policy 
(Sydney: Lowy Institute, October 2, 2020); “Would a Biden administration be softer than Trump on 
China?” Economist, July 29, 2020, https://www.economist.com/united-states/2020/07/30/would-a-
biden-administration-be-softer-than-trump-on-china.
6  Robert Sutter, “Congress is More Important than Ever in US China Policy,” The Diplomat, January 
11, 2022 https://thediplomat.com/2022/01/congress-is-more-important-than-ever-in-us-china-pol-
icy/.   
7  Jeff Moon, “It’s Official: The Biden Administration Has Outsourced China Policy to Congress, The 
Hill, February 19, 2022, https://thehill.com/opinion/international/595041-its-official-the-biden-ad-
ministration-has-outsourced-china-policy-to.    
8  The White House, National Security Strategy of the United States.
9  Robert Sutter, “The 115th Congress Aligns With The Trump Administration in Targeting China,” 
Pacific Forum CSIS Pacnet, no. 62 (August 30, 2018).
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Congress’ bipartisan turn toward viewing China as a serious threat was evident in the 
selection of witnesses by both the Republican majority and the Democratic minority for 
congressional committee hearings on China. In the past, those selections would include 
prominent witnesses who favored constructive U.S. engagement with China; however, 
beginning in 2018, congressional committees started inviting only those with more 
hawkish views.10 Reflecting the bipartisan agreement in dealing with what was often 
depicted as an acute Chinese threat to the United States, Senate Republican and Demo-
cratic leaders cooperated in warning against Chinese illicit acquisition of U.S. military 
and dual-use technology.11 The most senior Senate Democrat, Patrick Leahy, an expert 
on development issues, joining longtime hardline China critic Marco Rubio in attacking 
China’s controversial Belt and Road Initiative highlighted the growing consensus.12 

In 2019, Democratic chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee Mark Warner and his 
Republican counterpart Marco Rubio made remarkable efforts to provide briefings for 
congressional members and relevant U.S. companies about the serious threat posed by 
China’s quest for advanced technology.13 With their House counterparts, Warner and 
Rubio pushed the U.S. Intelligence Community to advance initiatives to defend the 
United States from the dangers of Chinese espionage, technology theft, and influence 
operations.14 The leadership of House and Senate Armed Services Committees were 
similarly cooperative in endorsing annual defense authorization bills that contained 
sometimes sweeping countermeasures against Chinese challenges. Republicans and 
Democrats in both foreign policy committees took a hawkish approach to China legis-
lation despite sometimes differing approaches between proposals in each chamber.15  

The Three Challenges China Poses to U.S. interests and The Global Order

Bipartisan majorities in Congress along with administration leaders have shown ever 
clearer awareness of the challenges posed by China to U.S. interests and the open world 

10  Claudia Rosett, “A Vital Warning About China and the Looming ‘Decade of Concern,’” PJMedia, 
May 18, 2018, https://pjmedia.com/claudiarosett/a-vital-warning-about-china-and-the-looming-
decade-of-concern/. 
11  “Bipartisan Groups of Senators Urge Administration to Safeguard Critical Military and Du-
al-Use Technology from China,” United States Senate Release, May 22, 2018, https://www.cornyn.
senate.gov/content/news/bipartisan-group-senators-urge-administration-safeguard-critical-mili-
tary-and-dual-use.
12  Siobhan Hughes and Josh Zumbrun, “Senators Signal Concerns Over China’s Global Invest-
ments,” Wall Street Journal, August 5, 2018, https://www.wsj.com/articles/senators-signal-con-
cerns-over-chinas-global-investments-1533517099.
13  “Special Report: China and America,” Economist, May 16, 2019, https://www.economist.com/spe-
cial-report/2019/05/16/trade-can-no-longer-anchor-americas-relationship-with-china.
14  “Global China: Assessing Beijing’s Growing International Influence,” Brookings Institution 
October 19, 2020 [remarks by Adam Schiff] https://www.brookings.edu/events/global-china-assess-
ing-beijings-growing-influence-in-the-international-system/. 
15  “Risch, Crapo on Final Passage of China Legislation,” James E Risch Press Release, June 8, 2021, 
https://www.risch.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2021/6/risch-crapo-on-final-passage-of-china-legis-
lation.   
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order it supports. Overall, those challenges can be grouped in three categories.16 

First, the over three decades of rapid development in the PRC has seen Chinese modern 
military power tipping the balance in the Indo-Pacific, enabling Chinese territorial 
expansionism, and undermining U.S. alliances and partnerships by seeking dominance 
in the region.

Second, China’s similarly longstanding efforts to use state-directed development policies 
to plunder foreign intellectual property rights and undermine international competitors 
have increasingly profound negative impacts on U.S. and Western interests. Beijing does 
so with hidden and overt state-directed economic coercion, egregious government subsi-
dies, import protection, and export promotion using highly protected, state-supported 
products to weaken (and often destroy) foreign competition in key industries. Dominance 
in major high technology industries and military power to displace the United States 
has become Beijing’s goal, securing China’s primacy in Asia and world leadership.

Third is China’s challenge to global governance. More than any other major power, 
Beijing leverages economic dependence, influence operations (including elite capture), 
and control of important infrastructure to compel deference to its preferences. In the 
Indo-Pacific region, these practices are backed with intimidation by Chinese military 
power. China has sought to legitimate its predatory economic practices and territorial 
expansionism and opposes efforts in international organizations to promote account-
able governance, human rights, and democracy. Beijing also has sought to undermine 
U.S. alliances that are perceived to impede China’s rise while supporting the forceful 
foreign advances of Russia and the rule of other authoritarian world leaders who are 
often corrupt and unaccountable to their citizens. 

Seeking to avoid Chinese dominance appears to remain a strong overall driver of the 
efforts of bipartisan majorities in Congress and administration partners to defend Amer-
ica against these challenges.17

Fading Ambivalence, Hardening Resolve against China

Despite the growing consensus in Washington on the importance of strategic compe-
tition with China, from 2018 to 2019, this alignment of government policymakers in 
Washington faced major uncertainties. Most immediate was the absence of support 
for a tougher China policy from the broader American public and many state and local 

16  Robert Sutter, “China’s Challenges and Effective Defense: America’s Conundrum,” Pacific Forum 
CSIS Pacnet, no. 47 (October 14, 2021); Robert Sutter, “Will Congress Be A ‘Spoiler’ in Biden’s 
China Policy,” The Diplomat, January 8, 2021, https://thediplomat.com/2021/01/will-congress-be-a-
spoiler-in-bidens-china-policy/. 
17  Robert Sutter, “Trump, America and the World—2017 and Beyond,” H-Diplo/ISSF POLICY Series 
(January 19, 2019), https://networks.h-net.org/node/28443/discussions/3569933/issf-policy-se-
ries-sutter-trump%E2%80%99s-china-policy-bi-partisan; US-China Policy Foundation Newsletter, 
“US View of China Competition,” May 21, 2021, https://uscpf.org/v3/2021/05/21/us-china-compe-
tition/.
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officials, who remained largely ambivalent on China. These citizens and officials disap-
proved of many Chinese government actions but also sought to avoid confrontation 
and develop constructive ties. Mainstream U.S. media initially gave more attention to 
President Trump’s seemingly erratic swings between lauding his personal friendship 
with Chinese leaders and condemning Chinese trade practices, giving less attention to 
the broad policy change taking place in Washington. President Trump’s unpredictable 
discourse on China also further complicated broader collaboration between the executive 
and legislative branch on an effective strategy toward China. Finally, significant economic 
costs of the tougher approach toward China soon materialized with the administration’s 
punitive tariffs starting the so-called trade war beginning in 2018, inviting wide criticism 
by Democratic presidential candidates.18 

Despite such obstacles, Congress proved much more resolute than President Trump and 
Democratic presidential candidates in establishing legal frameworks that institutionalized 
the “whole-of-government” effort countering China’s challenges. Notably, the National 
Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) passed in 2018, the most important foreign policy 
legislation that year, underlined an array of congressional initiatives hardening U.S. policy 
toward China.19 The NDAA accused Beijing of using military modernization, influence 
operations, espionage, and predatory economic policy to undermine the United States 
and its interests abroad. To combat this, the law outlined a whole-of-government U.S. 
strategy. For example, the Defense Department was required to submit a 5-year plan to 
bolster the strength of the United States as well as that of its allies and partners in the 
Indo-Pacific region. The authority and scope of the Maritime Security Initiative covering 
Southeast Asia was extended to include the Indo-Pacific region. China’s participation 
in the Rim of the Pacific naval exercises was prohibited, reports on China’s military and 
coercive activities in the South China Sea became required, and the scope of the annual 
report to Congress on Chinese military and security developments were broadened to 
include generic “malign activities,” including information and influence operations, as 
well as predatory economic and lending practices.

The Act also reaffirmed various aspects of longstanding American commitments to 
Taiwan and contained a separate set of provisions to modernize, strengthen, and broaden 
the scope of the interagency body the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United 
States (CFIUS) to more effectively guard against the risk to U.S. national security seen 
posed by Chinese and other predatory foreign investment. It also included key reforms 
in U.S. export controls that would better protect emerging technology and intellectual 
property from Beijing and other potential adversaries.

18  Sutter “Trump, America and the World”; Sutter and Limaye, A Hardening US-China Competition, 
3-4; Chicago Council on Global Affairs, “China Not Yet Seen as a Threat by the American Public,” 
October 19, 2018, https://www.thechicagocouncil.org/research/public-opinion-survey/china-not-
yet-seen-threat-american-public.
19  Vivian Salama, “Trump Signs Defense Bill to Boost Military, Target China,” Wall Street Journal, 
August 13, 2018, https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-signs-defense-bill-to-boost-military-target-
china-1534196930.
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Congress has driven the so-called Washington Consensus to end previous engagement 
in favor of strong opposition to Beijing. U.S. public opinion, media, state and local offi-
cials, candidate Biden, and other Democratic candidates were originally not supportive 
of the sharp turn against China. And President Trump and the administration moder-
ated to some degree public pressure on China during the year-long trade negotiations 
in 2019. However, bipartisan majorities in Congress sustained efforts to support the 
whole-of-government pushback against Beijing’s behavior. Only after two years did the 
consensus to become more broadly accepted by the broader American public and other 
players, including Joseph Biden.20 The COVID-19 pandemic hitting the United States 
during the presidential campaign of 2020 was the turning point that gave rise to strong 
and broad American media and public disapproval of China’s government behavior. 
Since then, both Trump and Biden emphasized toughness toward China.21

Biden Administration Developments

President Biden’s priorities have focused on countering the pandemic, reviving the 
stalled economy, reducing partisan government gridlock and mass protests undermin-
ing democratic process, and protecting minority rights. Coming second, foreign policy 
involved close cooperation with allies and partners, multilateral solutions on public health, 
climate change and nuclear nonproliferation, and a priority to U.S. interests in Asia.22 

Biden took office amid a crescendo of anti-China Trump administration actions designed 
to constrain moderation by the new administration. Congress remained steadfast as it 
held over many of the 300 legislative proposals that targeted China at the end of the 
116th Congress. Against this background, Biden joined bipartisan majorities in Congress, 
strongly warning against major dangers posed by China’s challenges. Methodical and 
well-coordinated Biden government statecraft sustained and sometimes advanced exist-
ing structures involving trade, human rights, and other disputes with China. High-level 
exchanges with Chinese leaders came only after high-level U.S. consultations with key allies 
and partners. Substantial changes in U.S. strategy toward China awaited policy reviews 
that remained incomplete or unannounced after a year in office. For its part, Beijing offered 

20  Yasmeen Serhan, “Consensus Isn’t Always a Good Thing,” The Atlantic, October 5, 2021, https://
www.thechicagocouncil.org/research/public-opinion-survey/china-not-yet-seen-threat-american-
public. 
21  Craig Kafura, “Americans Favor US-China Trade, Split over Tariffs,” The Chicago Council on 
Global Affairs, September 3, 2019, https://www.thechicagocouncil.org/publication/lcc/americans-
favor-us-china-trade-split-over-tariffs; Robert Sutter, “Has US Government Angst Over the China 
Danger Diminished?” Asia-Pacific Bulletin, no. 497 (January 2020); Dan Haverty and Augusta 
Saraiva, “When It Comes to China, Americans Think Like Trump,” Foreign Policy, July 30, 2020, 
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/07/30/pew-research-trump-china-american-public/; Laura Silver, 
Kat Delvin, and Christine Huang, “Americans Fault China for Its Role in the Spread of COVID-19,” 
Pew Research Center, July 30, 2020, https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2020/07/30/americans-
fault-china-for-its-role-in-the-spread-of-covid-19/.
22  Bonnie Glaser and Hannah Price, “Continuity Prevails in Biden’s First 100 Days,” Comparative 
Connections 23, no.1 (May 2021): 29-37.
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no compromises and continued advancing practices challenging American interests.23

The Biden-Xi summit in November 2021 marked a pause rather than a breakthrough 
in strategic competition. Modest agreements came from small mutual compromises 
resulting in China’s release of some detained U.S. citizens in China, stationing more 
U.S. journalists in China, and selling some strategic oil reserves to reduce high prices of 
oil.24 Such positive developments, however, were overshadowed at the turn of the year by 
the U.S. official boycott of the China-hosted winter Olympics; strident Chinese oppo-
sition to the Biden administration’s Summit of Democracies; acute U.S.-China rivalry 
accompanying Secretary of State Antony Blinken’s first trips to Africa and Southeast 
Asia; tightening U.S. trade restrictions on a number of Chinese firms on security and 
human rights grounds; and stronger cooperation between the United States and its allies 
and partners in Europe and Asia targeting Chinese assertive actions, malign economic 
practices, and human rights abuses.25 

Congressional prominence showed in an array of legislative initiatives, notably with 
Congress passing and the president signing the authoritative National Defense Autho-
rization Act of 2022 that contained numerous anti-China measures. Congressional 
leaders also worked to reconcile Senate and House differences over Senate leader Charles 
Schumer’s 2,200 pages U.S. Innovation and Competition Act targeting China.26

Outlook: U.S. Obstacles and Shortcomings Amid Continued Congressional Resolve

Expanding Chinese influence represents the most important obstacle to U.S. efforts to 
compete effectively with China. Chinese leaders have followed a clear strategy using a 
combination of impressive positive incentives and coercive mechanisms to achieve their 
objectives. Coercive pressures are increasingly on display in China’s assertive expansion 
in disputed territory in Asia; the widespread use of economic leverage to compel compli-
ance with China’s ambitions; and so-called wolf warrior diplomacy that is intended to 
intimidate foreign opposition. 

23  “Bizarre Bills against China Stack Up in US Congress,” Global Times, June 18, 2020, https://www.
globaltimes.cn/content/1191994.shtml; Glaser and Price, “Continuity Prevails in Biden’s First 100 
Days”; Bonnie Glaser, “The Descent Continues,” Comparative Connections 23, no.2 (September 
2021): 25-32; Ryan Hass, “How China is Responding to Escalating Strategic Competition with the 
US,” China Leadership Monitor, March 1, 2021, https://www.prcleader.org/hass; Robert Sutter, 
“China’s Challenges and Effective Defense: America’s Conundrum,” Pacific Forum CSIS Pacnet, no. 
47 (October 14, 2021).
24  Robert Zoellick, “Joe Biden Must Build on His Dialogue with Xi Jinping,” Financial Times, Decem-
ber 8, 2021, https://www.ft.com/content/372ce716-c2d5-42a9-814e-bca5c0c43388; Bonnie Glaser, 
“US-China Relations” Comparative Connections 23, no.3 (January 2022): 32.
25  Glaser, “US-China Relations,” 33-38. 
26  Institute for China-America Studies, “ICAS Trade N Tech Dispatch,” December 17, 2021; Daniel 
Flatley and Anna Edgeton, “House Leaders Near Agreement on Stalled China Competition Bill,” 
Bloomberg, January 12, 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-01-12/house-lead-
ers-assembling-compromise-on-china-competition-bill. 
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In contrast to Beijing’s consistency and resolve are gaps in U.S. effectiveness.27 For 
example, the Biden administration has worked for more than a year to create a viable 
national security strategy to reflect the fundamental shift from past constructive engage-
ment with China to acute U.S. rivalry. While moving from engagement to rivalry has 
been underway for four years, it was carried out in unilateral and erratic ways by the 
Trump administration, thereby accelerating the decline of the United States relative to 
China. The Biden government, on the one hand, attempts to demonstrate at home and 
abroad that its recent posture emphasizing strong rivalry with China is here to stay and 
that the unpredictable and unilateral America first policies of the Trump government 
represented an aberration in America’s longstanding regional leadership. On the other 
hand, the Democrats’ poor showing in the November 2021 elections raised the specter 
of a return of Donald Trump to the White House in the 2024 election, which suggests 
that Biden policies in seeking cooperation with allies and partners and other systematic 
measures to deal with China’s challenges may not last.28

Other gaps involve U.S. businesses, universities, and other organizations closely engaged 
with China, along with prominent China specialists who have argued for greater moder-
ation in dealing with China. For example, Chinese authorities are resorting to unprec-
edented efforts to outmaneuver U.S.-led restrictions on high technology exports to, 
and acquisitions by, Chinese firms in semiconductor and related software industries. 
Indirectly or directly cooperative with Chinese authorities in these efforts are a range of 
U.S. and international firms, advocacy groups, and highly trained specialists pursuing their 
respective interests. In the process, these groups are assisting Chinese government-led 
efforts to undermine existing U.S. restrictions; U.S. policy has yet to come to a clear 
judgment on what the U.S. government should do about this problem.29

Meanwhile, many of the U.S. firms, universities, and experts that will be recipients of the 
tens of billions of dollars being proposed to support U.S. high-technology competition 
with China are often well-integrated with Chinese entities and fellow specialists. Many 
of their high-technology achievements come through cross-border collaborations that, 
if stopped, are predicted to seriously reduce their capacity for innovation. How U.S. 
government policymakers can be sure that the advances they fund will not quickly come 
into the hands of Chinese authorities remains to be seen.30

27  Hass, “How China is Responding to Escalating Strategic Competition with the US;” Sutter, “Chi-
na’s Challenges and Effective Defense.”
28  Michael Scherer, Tyler Pager, and Sean Sullivan, “Biden and Aides Tell Allies He Is Running in 
2024 Amid Growing Democratic Fears,” Washington Post, November 20, 2021, https://www.wash-
ingtonpost.com/politics/biden-reelection-2024/2021/11/20/0779469c-4947-11ec-95dc-5f2a96e-
00fa3_story.html; Robert Sutter, US-China Relations: Perilous Past: Uncertain Present, Fourth edition 
(Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2022), 327-320.
29  Janan Ganesch,  “America’s Political and Business Elites No Longer Agree on China,” Financial 
Times, October 19, 2021, https://www.ft.com/content/77bb9c77-2e4b-4169-bfd6-615eeb95be23; 
Congressional Research Service, “China’s 14th Five Year Plan,” January 5, 2021, 2.
30  Ariana Remmel, “Massive Science-Funding Bill Passes US Senate—But China Focus Worries 
Researchers,” Nature, June 11, 2021, https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-01559-x. 
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In sum, U.S. policymakers have yet to create a strategy that counters Chinese challenges 
while also taking account of domestic opposition to such tough measures. Thus far, the 
opposition has not blunted the continued U.S. policy hardening toward China, though 
it may play a more significant role if U.S. policy endeavors to cut substantially more U.S. 
high technology, investment, and trade ties with China. Adding to the conundrum, U.S. 
allies and partners have similar business and other interests that oppose hard measures 
to counter China. And many of them do not share the sense of danger and urgency 
about China’s challenges that has been seen in Washington over the past four years.31

For now, a wide array of pending legislation targeting China shows Congress will 
continue strong efforts to counter China challenges. As noted above, more often than 
not, proposed legislation does not contain a sophisticated overall strategy. The focus 
today remains on taking action to defend America from particular challenges. This trend 
will endure. The success of this trend will depend on how well the United States deals 
with the shortcomings noted above. However, as of yet, these conflicts of interests have 
not been reconciled.
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31  Sutter and Limaye, A Hardening US-China Competition, 26, 32-33, 35-38, 42-44; “European Firms 
Unprepared for US-China Breakup,” DW, January 14, 2021, https://www.dw.com/en/china-us-trade-
war-eu/a-56212728. 


